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China Mainland Highlight Vehicle News 

The new member of the lightweight chassis zero carbon emission CHENGLONG H5V has arrived !

2023 Highlight Vehicle Industry Trends

TecAlliance China

As a hydrogen powered cargo vehicle for the future, the powertrain of this Chenglong H5V is its biggest 

highlight. The vehicle is equipped with a K05 hydrogen internal combustion engine with a power of 125kW. 

The engine uses advanced electronic control system and Common rail technology to achieve efficient 

hydrogen injection and mixing, making its thermal efficiency as high as 43%.

Hydrogen internal combustion engines are not actually new, and their structure is similar to natural gas 

engines, with lower requirements for hydrogen purity (95%), reducing the cost and difficulty of hydrogenation. 

Relying on the efficient and clean characteristics of hydrogen, it has advantages such as low ignition energy, 

fast flame propagation speed, high unit heat value, and no carbon emissions in combustion products, which is 

in line with the national advocacy for low-carbon and clean energy. And compared to hydrogen fuel cell trucks, 

hydrogen internal combustion engines are more suitable for operating under high load conditions, suitable for 

heavy-duty, unpaved roads, construction and other fields.

Article From : https://www.360che.com

In terms of hydrogen storage, the Compressed hydrogen aluminum liner carbon fiber fully wound gas cylinders of the vehicle are arranged on both sides of the girder. The aluminum alloy liner has 

good corrosion resistance and fatigue resistance, while the carbon fiber composite shell has high strength and other characteristics, which can provide sufficient structural support and protection.

The new member hydrogen internal combustion engine cargo vehicle of the Chenglong H5V not only achieves zero carbon emissions, but also has lightweight chassis, efficient power, luxurious 

configurations, etc., bringing cardholders a new driving experience and transportation mode for the future. For card enthusiasts, if you want to try a new energy method and enjoy a more efficient, 

comfortable, and intelligent transportation process, then the Citroen H5V hydrogen internal combustion engine 6 × A 2 truck would be a good choice.

https://www.360che.com/
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Vehicle Data 
Overview
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Heavy Commercial Vehicle VIN number search - API

VIN → OE

Part of OE can be searched by VIN code

JIEFANG 
(FAW)

JIEFANG 
(QINGDAO)

DONGFENG
FOTON 
AUMAN

SHAANXI

SINOTRUK 
(CNHTC)

JAC HONGYAN

DAYUNCAMC

VIN → Vehicles

All vehicles can be searched by VIN code 

Data sample

Data sample

*Note: The optional parameter marked 1 is a standard parameter

*Note: The optional parameter marked 1 is a standard parameterTecAlliance China



Heavy Commercial Vehicle VIN number search - API

VIN→OE
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方式 Post

参数

{
"vin": "LGAX3C132K1011558",
"responseType": "RAW",
"itemName": "ABS",
"pageSize": 100

}

名称 类型 必填 说明
vin string 是 17位vin
responseType string 否 数据返回形式
itemCode string 否 原厂配件编码，精确查询
itemName string 否 原厂配件名称，模糊查询
pageSize int 否 每页数据条数

Result

{
"count": 20,
"parts": [

{
"stdCode": "C010304",
"stdName": "车架线束总成",
"itemCode": "3724560-KR410",
"itemName": "车架ABS线束总成-主车",
"dateFrom": "2018-08-13T00:00:00",
"dateTo": null,
"qty": 1,
"price": 711.47,
"retailPrice": null

名称 类型 可为空 说明
count int 否 查询结果总条数
stdCode string 是 配件标准名称代码
stdName string 是 配件标准名称
itemCode string 是 原厂配件编码
itemName string 是 原厂配件名称
dateFrom string 是 配件启用日期
dateTo string 是 配件截止日期
qty string 是 安装数量
price number 是 批发价
retailPrice number 是 零售价



Heavy Commercial Vehicle VIN number search - API

VIN→Vehicles
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Result
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• A newly-designed loading page has been applied to Standard SPA Catalogues

• We were awarded EcoVadis Sustainability silver medal for 2023

• We were popular at China Automobile Parts Fair 
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Company News

Our Standard SPA Catalogue is a vehicle & replacement parts search platform specially created 

for mobile ends. It does not only contain the comprehensive and accurate data and information 

of TecDoc Web Catalogue, but also supports those flexible functions on mobile devices, 

allowing workshops, dealers, sellers, and car owners to search for their needed parts anytime 

and anywhere. SPA Catalogue can deliver efficient user experience and thus lead to a 

remarkable sales increase at this Point of Sale. 

While using TecDoc SPA Catalogue on mobile handsets, tablets, or other portable devices, users 

can identify the VIN code on a photo directly with the built-in OCR, so as to save time of manual 

input and reduce errors significantly. At present, after users take a snap and upload the photo 

of VIN code, a brand-new loading page will pop out, which will last until the results are 

presented. This update aims to pacify the anxiety of users waiting for OCR processing, improve 

user experience, and enhance their confidence in using the Catalogue. 

This update applies to both our official TecDoc SPA Catalogue and customized brand SPA 

Catalogues. The demonstration of this new feature starts next slide. 

A newly-designed loading page has been applied to Standard SPA Catalogues 

TecAlliance China Back

Scan the QR code, follow our WeChat 

account and try out TecDoc SPA Catalogue! 



Company News
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1. Follow our WeChat account: tecalliance. 
Enter the SPA Catalogue. Click “VIN”. Click the 
camera icon on the left and click “Photo 
Library”, “Take Photo”, or “Choose File” to 
select the targeted VIN photo.  

2. Edit, adjust, and upload VIN photo. 3. After the uploading step, a new loading 
page will appear, indicating that the photo 
is being processed by OCR. 

4. When VIN identification is successfully 
completed, users will be led to the results page 
automatically.   



Company News

We have again achieved the silver medal in this year’s EcoVadis sustainability 

rating. This puts us in the top 25 of the more than 100,000 companies 

evaluated worldwide. We were once again able to improve compared to the 

previous year. The external evaluation underpins the credibility of our 

commitment to sustainability and confirms us as a reliable and responsible 

partner in the global automotive aftermarket. 

We were awarded EcoVadis Sustainability silver medal for 2023

TecAlliance China Back

EcoVadis is the world’s largest provider of sustainability ratings for companies. Many of our partners and customers demand transparency for their 

supply chains with regard to sustainability and corporate social responsibility (CSR). The high rating from the external, internationally recognised

rating specialist proves the success of the numerous measures that we have implemented in recent months. These include the introduction of a 

Global Code of Conduct that sets uniform standards for the behaviour of our employees and business partners worldwide. In addition, we have 

implemented a whistleblowing system to report and uncover potential violations of the Code of Conduct. 

Another important tool for us to improve sustainability is the assessment of sustainability risks from our suppliers. Furthermore, we have 

implemented comprehensive measures to save CO2 and have set ourselves the goal of being CO2-neutral by 2030. E-learning courses and workshops 

for our teams have been introduced to raise awareness of sustainability and CSR.



Company News

In the Spring City of Kunming in China, the 93rd China Automobile Parts 

Fair (CAPF) welcomed both domestic and overseas visitors, starting from 

April 27th. In our booth, we met with customers face to face on site. After 

getting hold of their daily operating situation, our professional sales team 

introduced our service portfolio in detail and proposed customized 

“solution packages” for meeting their business goals. 

This year is all about making us more visible, and we were glad to find out 

that some customers paid a special visit to us after reading our exhibition 

announcement on WeChat (our account ID is tecalliance). They came to 

us with certain requests, believing that we have the high quality data and 

solutions that meet their expectation, just as one of our customers put it: 

“I’ve tried data provided by another company, which was far from 

satisfactory. Today in TecAlliance’s booth, I feel happy to talk directly and 

solve problems all together here.” 

We were popular at China Automobile Parts Fair 

TecAlliance China Back



Company News

CAPF marks the beginning of our exhibition season on Chinese 

Mainland. Our fully-mobilized team made comprehensive 

preparation for the show to receive customers, both old and 

new, to look for the potential of deeper cooperation. 

We met dozens of visitors on a daily basis, and “going global” 

was one of the hotspot topics. After the global pandemic 

situation, Chinese enterprises were enthusiastic about 

expanding export business and succeeding in overseas markets, 

especially Southeast Asia, Middle East, Europe, and North 

America. Luckily, we got them all covered: with our foothold on 

every major continent, our locally hired team specialized in local 

markets, and our specially designed data sets and digital 

solutions applicable to different countries and regions, we make 

your global business sail fast and safe. If you are worrying about 

how to launch products in a new market, let us help you analyze 

and guide your first step with 

TecAlliance China Back



TecAlliance Marketing Campaign 2023

2023.02.15 - 18            Automechanika Shanghai/Shenzhen, China

2023.03.07 - 09            International Auto Aftermarket Expo (IAAE), Tokyo，Japan

2023.03.29 - 30            Flotte！Der Branchentreff, Dusseldorf, Germany

2023.03.16 - 18            Automechanika Kuala Lumpur 2023 (AMKL 2023), Malaysia

2023.04.05 - 08            Thailand Auto Parts & Accessories 2023 (TAPA 2023), Bangkok

2023.04.12 - 15            Taipei AMPA, Taiwan

2023.04.27 - 29           China Automobile Parts Fair, kungming, Yunnan

2023.04.25 - 29            Automec, Sao Paulo, Brasilien

2023.05.24 - 26            INAPA JAKARTA 2023 (Indonesia International Trade Show), Jakarta Indonesia

2023.06.07 - 09            Automechanika Birmingham, UK

2023.06.23 - 25            Automechanika HCMC 2023, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

2023.09.05 - 07            Automechanika Johannesburg, Sudafrika

2023.10.02 - 04            Automechanika Dubai, Vereinigte Arabische Emirate

2023.10.31 - 11.02      AAPEX Show, Las Vegas, USAZ      

2023.11.29 - 12.02      Automechanika Shanghai, China

TecAlliance China Back



Contact Us
E-platform

China-Mainland
Global Web Catalogue Parts manufacturer

China-Mainland

Vivi Liu
Haiying.Liu@tecalliance.net

Tel: +86 182 2149 5081

Joe Jia 
Chunhui.Jia@tecalliance.net

Tel: +86 173 7264 2905

Franky  Zhou
Qi.Zhou@tecalliance.net
Tel: +86 135 2479 6845

Ziying Ai
Ziying.Ai@tecalliance.net
Tel:+86 176 1615 2038

Brian Sun
Xiaofeng.sun@tecalliance.net

Tel:+86 136 6157 1331

TecAlliance China

Calinda Zhang
Junfang.Zhang@tecalliance.net

Tel: +886 903576846

Taiwan (China) 
market business

Ali
China-Mainland

mailto:Haiying.Liu@tecalliance.net
mailto:Qi.Zhou@tecalliance.net
mailto:Ziying.Ai@tecalliance.net
mailto:Xiaofeng.sun@tecalliance.net


THANK YOU!
TecAlliance China

Tel：+86 21 3387 0258

Website：www. tecalliance.cn

Address：Room 1015, Floor 10, Block 1,  NO.1868 Gonghexin Road | Shanghai China

TecAlliance China
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